Agreement to relinquish cat to Yorkshire Cat Rescue

YCR Ref: …………./1….

Please complete one form per cat except for a mother cat and her kittens or a motherless litter who can be put on one form.

Section 1. Cat details
___Cat’s name: …………………………………………………………...……... Number of kittens (if applicable): ……………….
___Gender: male / female / unknown (please indicate accordingly)
___Colour and fur-length ………………………………………………………………..………………………………………...
___White ears/nose? YES/NO
___Age (if known. If you don’t know, please state “unknown”): …………………………………………………………..
___Is the cat neutered? YES / NO / UNKNOWN
___Has the cat been treated for worms in the last month? YES / NO / UNKNOWN.
___If yes, please state date and product used:
___Has the cat been treated for fleas in the last month? YES / NO / UNKNOWN
___If yes, please state date and product used:
___Is there an up-to-date vaccination certificate? YES(please give to YCR) / NO / UNKNOWN
___Has the cat received any veterinary treatment? YES / NO / UNKNOWN
___If yes, please give date and details:
___Please give details of any medical or behavioural issues:
___Is the cat registered with a vet? YES / NO / UNKNOWN
___If yes, please provide name and address:
___Is the cat microchipped? YES / NO / UNKNOWN If yes, please state number: ………………………………………..
___Is the cat microchiped to: the person signing this form / the owner of the cat (if different) /someone else
___(if someone else, please provide name, address & reason it is registered to that person)
___Please indicate if the cat will live happily with the following:
___Dogs: YES / NO / UNKNOWN
___Other cats: YES / NO / UNKNOWN (if yes, please state ages and genders)
___Children under 5 years: YES / NO / UNKNOWN
___Children aged 5-10 years: YES / NO / UNKNOWN
___Does the cat go outside? YES / NO / UNKNOWN
___Does the cat use a cat-flap? YES / NO / UNKNOWN
___What food does the cat prefer to eat?
___What food does the cat dislike?
___Please state the reasons that the cat is being relinquished:
Section 2. Owner details Please complete this section to indicate ownership of the cat:
This cat belongs to (tick the entry that applies and delete the others):
___The person signing the form - please state how long you’ve had the cat and the background of the cat:
___Unknown - please state circumstances and area in which the cat was found:
___Someone else - please give name and address of the owner
___Please indicate why the owner hasn’t brought the cat in him/herself :
Section 3. Relinquisher details I understand that Yorkshire Cat Rescue will take responsibility for the
cat, ensure that any necessary medical attention is given, make every endeavour to find the owner (if applicable) and find a suitable home as soon as possible. I acknowledge that the cat will be put to sleep if
deemed by a vet to be terminally ill. I have no rights to have the cat returned to me.
___Name of person bringing in the cat: …………………. …………………………………………………………………………………
___Address of person bringing in the cat: ………………………………………………………………………………………………….
………………………………………………………………………………………………….Postcode: ……………………………………………
___Phone number(s): …………………………………………... Email: …………………………………………@...................................
___Signature
Date:………………………………………………………………..
(Ref: <<ShelterCode>>) I would like Yorkshire Cat Rescue to treat the amount of £ ............. which I paid on
(date) ……………………. as a gift aid donation. I confirm I will pay sufficient tax in the tax year in which I make
this donation Full name
Signature

